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From: Outreach
To: Robin Ambroz; Sara Tichota; Pamela Otto
Subject: FW: HIGH OPPORTUNITY ZONE POINTS
Date: Wednesday, October 13, 2021 9:41:25 AM

I’m assuming this comment is in regards to the QAP.  If I’m incorrect and it should be
for something else, please let me know.

Thank you!
 
 

Susan Pulec
Outreach & Community Development Administrator
Nebraska Investment Finance Authority
Main: 402.434.3900
Direct: 402.434.0970
1230 O St. Ste. 200 Lincoln, NE 68508
www.nifa.org
 

           

 

 
From: Angela Kamau-Watson <Angela.Kamau-Watson@nifa.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 9:24 AM
To: Outreach <Outreach@nifa.org>
Subject: FW: HIGH OPPORTUNITY ZONE POINTS
 

 
 
From: CURRY BRANDING <currybranding@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 9:53 AM
To: Info <info@nifa.org>
Subject: HIGH OPPORTUNITY ZONE POINTS
 
In my opinion by not incentivising Affordable Housing Development in North and South Omaha, you
are contributing to Gentrification and you would be placing Tenants of Color in hostile conditions,
ex. "You are not welcome here!"; given the current state of race relations.

With Appreciation,
DON CURRY
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HOPPE 
D E V E L O P M E N T  

 

October 7, 2021 
 
Nebraska Investment Finance Authority 
c/o Sara Tichota 
1230 O Street, Suite 200 
Lincoln, NE 68508 
 
 RE: 2022/2023 QUALIFIED ALLOCATION PLAN  
  COMMENTS & FEEDBACK 
 
Dear Sara –  
 
Our initial critical concern is that the timing of the 2022 4% applications is insufficient to effectively 

respond to the priorities outlined in the new QAP. Assuming the QAP is adopted, with some adjustments, 

at the next board meeting, we would essentially have 6 weeks to create a project and assemble a pre-

application. Given the large re-prioritization with regard to location and project orientation (e.g. emphasis 

on family and child welfare), we would request additional time to ensure that projects proposed are able 

to reflect these new priorities. Pushing the timing back 6 to 8 weeks will enable us to create a 

comprehensive response that clearly reflects these priorities.  

 There is much to applaud in this new QAP, which we believe strengthens the affordable housing program. 

Specifically, we believe the following measures will create a much stronger project portfolio.  

• Metro versus Non-Metro: Removing the competition from Metro and non-metro ensures clarity 
in how projects will be scored, distribution of projects in the state, and sets up the opportunity to 
tailor applications to be most appropriate for the communities they serve. 

• Rule regarding a $500,000 financing gap: Creating this rule will ensure feasible projects that are 
executable as well as ensure reasonable requests for DED or other funding.  

• Strengthening the oversight of the non-profit for ROFR: This change is a positive step to ensuring 
that non-profits are independent and represent a housing interest, as opposed to an extension or 
tool to secure awards.  

• Reduction of Emphasis on Preservation and Increase in Time to 20 years: This step helps orient 
toward new construction of units and removes adverse incentives to resubmit deals for the 
purposes of supporting development fees.  

• Family Development Category: This change will incentivize the development of family-
appropriate housing which, which we think is laudable. 
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• Points based on the Children's Diversity Index: This change will incentivize placement of projects 
outside of historically high poverty neighborhoods.  

• New efficiency point scoring: The change to efficiency points based on total development costs, 
instead of eligible basis, will encourage mixed use developments and removes incentive stacking 
as a mechanism to strengthen the appearance of efficient development.  

  

We have the following concerns.  

• Supportive Services: The supportive services as defined are highly proscriptive and do not adapt 
to the flexible scenarios that may be encountered, especially in Western Nebraska, where the 
delivery of on-site services may be challenging, and many off-site delivery methods have become 
accepted. Further, there is no suggestion that they support an evidenced-based intervention with 
any desired result. We believe that the developer should focus on the built environment, and if 
there truly are services best delivered by the landlord supported by evidence to enhance the 
target residents, these should be defined and proscribed.  

• Management Experience: We are concerned about the certification of experience, as well as the 
sheer number of points in this category. It does not appear clear that these points will distinguish 
between two organizations with many projects, one which has managed them well, and one that 
has managed them poorly. They both seem that they would receive the maximum number of 
points.  

• The QAPs retain a prioritization for housing typology that reflects a rural or suburban typology, 
and is not reflective of the "missing middle" housing typologies that have frequently been 
referenced as critical to include in the housing stock. The two story, individual entrance limitations 
remove significant design creativity. We have seen no evidence that these design constraints 
produce any particular outcome with regards to housing. Further, this prioritization within the 4% 
AHTC it is not responsive to the use and need of 4% bonds with AHTC to build denser multifamily 
projects.  

• Small Community Points: We are concerned that the removal of the small community points will 
eliminate tax credit projects in communities of <5,000 residents, and virtually eliminate them for 
all but ~10 - 12 communities state-wide. 

• The 4% QAP allows one project to have up to $18 million in bonds which effectively consumes all 
of the allocation.  If only $20 million in bonds is given, then there should be a limit in amount so 
more than one award may be given or, alternatively, change the language to allow more than $20 
million at the discretion of NIFA in order to award more than one project.  There is sufficient 
limitation in “one award per county” to keep to manageable AHTC.  

  

Areas for Additional Clarity 

• While the 4% AHTC QAP clarifies that efficient housing production points will only be utilized in 
the event that multiple applications are received for a single county, it does not specify how they 
will be utilized. Will they be a tie breaker? Will they be added to the total number of other points?  

• We are concerned about the certification of experience of the applicant and the management 
company and how these point are earned.  

• How could we ensure a non-profit partner was adequate or approved? Will NIFA provide that 
feedback? 

• Efficient Housing Production: Could we get confirmation of the exact calculation methodology? 
Specifically, is it total development cost - land divided by total units, or total LIHTC units? 
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• Is there a reason a nonprofit needs to be involved for DED funding? It is now passed directly to 
the developer.  

• Internet Services paid for by the landlord. We believe this should be, "at no cost to the tenant". 
There are now numerous internet services that are supported for low income tenants, but paid 
through other programs. As a developer, we would seek to take advantage of these opportunities.  

 
 
Thank you for your consideration.  
 
 
     Sincerely,  
 
   

Hoppe Development 
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most of our communities.  There are too many in the “baby boomer” bubble for 
the housing options we currently have available in most areas of the state. If you 
don’t believe what I am saying I am attaching an interesting report from 
Minnesota that describes this problem in more detailed terms. 

This report also points out that, the longer seniors stay in their family home, the 
less they are able to care for those homes. So, if we want to rescue and salvage 
these affordable family homes, we better find a way to provide quality affordable 
housing options for seniors and other small households as soon as possible.    

It doesn’t matter if it is Valentine or York, until you build affordable options for 
seniors and other small households you are never going to free up the affordable 
family housing available in communities.  I understand everyone wants to see 
new 3-4-5 bedroom homes occupied by families, but using this program for that 
purpose is bad decision making for a couple reasons.  Two wage earner families 
seldom qualify under tax credit rules because they make too much. One wage 
earner families seldom can afford even tax credit rents and utilities for larger 
more expensive family units. Without significantly more rental assistance these 
larger units are hard to rent. In addition, today’s construction costs clearly make it 
a bad decision to use our very limited resources on larger units that will drastically 
reduce the overall number of homes we are able to build statewide. This should 
be a big red flag to everyone.   

The good news is, we can use the LIHTC program to build housing that will benefit 
the low-income households it is intended to benefit while still helping to address 
the affordable family home crises our communities are experiencing.  If we use 
LIHTC to build a larger number of less expensive smaller units that give seniors 
and smaller households the type of downsized housing they need, they will move 
out of older family homes and we can start to better address multiple housing 
needs. About 60% of the tenants moving into our LIHTC units moved out of 
affordable larger family housing units.   These are generally seniors. 

We do not need to restrict LIHTC to senior housing but under no circumstances 
should we be de-valuing it in our QAP.  Smaller one, two and three-bedroom units 
are more cost effective to build, easier for tenants to afford, and make the best 
use of our limited LIHTC resources.  



My recommendation is to get rid of the 2 points for family developments. I would 
maintain the 2 points for senior developments that are limited to 2-bedroom 
units because these 2 points help balance the efficiency scoring differential 
between 2 and 3-bedroom units in the cost/sq ft and tax credits per occupant 
categories. 

Points for Small Communities 

I also would recommend we leave the points for our smaller communities in 
place.  These points were put in the QAP to give small communities a chance to 
compete.  I would guess that many of you think by adding a non-metro set aside 
we are evening things out for everyone outside the immediate Lincoln and Omaha 
areas.  This is not true.  Smaller towns have fewer material suppliers, contractors, 
and local resources.  They are simply harder to build in.  The non-metro set aside 
may help the fact that we only funded 24 new units west of Lincoln last year, but 
it isn’t going to help Fullerton, Nebraska compete for a project.  We need to keep 
the 2 points for smaller communities.  Otherwise, all the non-metro projects will 
end up in Grand Island, Hastings, Kearney, Norfolk, Columbus, etc. 

Eliminating points for Threshold Items 

I am concerned about the changes that have taken place to our QAP which 
squeeze down the total number of points that will be used to determine what is 
awarded credits.  Eliminating all points for threshold items is a mistake.  Most of 
the items that relate to readiness like zoning, site control, and funding 
commitments were previously scored with options for 1, 2, or 3 points.  These 
have always been distinguishing factors among projects. Eliminating these points 
assumes all projects are equally likely to proceed. We all know this is not true. 
When you squeeze point categories where projects are not always equal you are 
denying certain projects the ability to distinguish themselves from other projects.  

Counties Without Projects 

I don’t believe we should make “Counties Without Projects” a part of CRANE.  
Most of the counties that do not have projects have declining populations and 
may very well not be able to support LIHTC projects for the 45-year compliance 
period that these projects promise.  The collaborative efforts of CRANE cannot 
change the fact that some of our counties may not survive long term. 



Scoring CDBG-DR Applications 

If we are going to be able to use the CDBG-DR funds for GAP financing we need to 
be able to use them with tax credits.  In order to be competitive for tax credit 
scoring it seems we should be able to ignore the costs added by regulations like 
Davis-Bacon.  Otherwise, these added costs will make the project scores out of 
line with costs of projects using other GAP financing sources. The result is that we 
will expend our other funds and the CDBG-DR funds will go back to Washington. 

Efficiency Points 

We should add some efficiency points back into our scoring.  While it is important 
that we have amenities and supportive services we should not ignore the need to 
make these projects as efficient as possible.  In the last rounds, when we reduced 
housing efficiency points, we actually funded projects with no efficiency points.   

Stretching our resources as far as possible, making them accessible to all parts of 
the state, and serving the greatest number of households should always be our 
priority.  

Thank you. 

 

   



 

P.O. Box 3185 

Mankato, MN 56002-3185 

(507)934-7700 

www.ruralmn.org 
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The workforce housing shortage: Getting 

to the heart of the issue 

April 2018 

By Kelly Asche, Research Associate 

To read this report online, visit our website at www.ruralmn.org. 

Providing housing for a community or region’s population is complex and dynamic. A 

healthy housing market should be able to provide housing for most people and their 

diverse needs through a combination of natural churn and new construction.  

In rural areas, however, economic and demographic forces are at work creating a 

housing shortage that many communities say is keeping them from attracting much-

needed new workers. 

But while hundreds of for-profit, non-profit, and government organizations are doing 

great work around Minnesota to untangle these housing issues, the housing shortage is 

complex and not well understood by people outside the housing field. This report looks at 

two major factors as to why the housing market isn’t naturally providing the housing 

needed in many rural communities: 

• The considerable increase in construction costs that are pricing younger families out of 

the market for starter homes and skewing the market in strange ways; and 

• The relatively higher percentage of seniors living in rural communities, which, combined 

with their desire to age in place, the emphasis on helping them do so, and the lack of 

assisted living facilities in rural communities, is causing not only a bottleneck in houses 

coming on the market but also increasing the likelihood that the amount of dilapidated 

housing will increase in the future. 

It is important to note as well that not all rural areas are facing housing shortages. This 

issue is limited to regions where economic activity is growing and where new workers are 

needed to fill an aging workforce, which is a large segment of Greater Minnesota, but not 

everywhere. Some rural areas are also facing related housing issues such as vacant 

housing and/or severe dilapidation of their housing stock, but these are not covered in 

this report. 

 

file:///C:/Users/Kelly/Dropbox%20(CRPD)/CRPD%20Team%20Folder/•%20Research%202018/State%20of%20Rural%202018/Drafts/www.ruralmn.org
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Who needs housing? 

An increasing number of job vacancies (Figure 1) have employers demanding an in-

migration of workers, and they are blaming the lack of appropriate housing as a 

significant reason for why they can’t attract more workers. At the same time, rural 

development organizations across Greater Minnesota are feeling the pressure to add 

more housing to attract these new workers and new, “younger” families. 

 

 

Figure 1: Since 2005, most of the non-metro regions have shown faster growth in job vacancies than the Twin Cities 

area. The job vacancy index provides a way of measuring growth by dividing the accumulated number of job 

vacancies by the number of job vacancies in 2005. (Data: MN DEED) 

 

It might be difficult to believe that places with small increases in their population or 

overall declines would need new housing. However, population and housing are not as 

closely linked as one might expect. Families are smaller today than they were decades 

ago, but that doesn’t necessarily equate to fewer households. Table 1 shows that for 

even our most rural counties (for the definitions of these categories, see the appendix 

titled “Definition of Four County Categories”), there has been an increase in the number 

of households despite a 21% drop in population since 1970. The table also highlights the 

growth in the number of households compared to population in other rural county types. 

 

County group % change in households % change in population 

Entirely rural  9% -21% 

Town/rural mix  50% 12% 

Urban/town/rural mix  73% 31% 

Entirely urban  106% 62% 
Table 1: Percent change in households and population by county group, 1970–2016.  

(Data: Decennial Census & ACS 5-year) 
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Adding pressure to this issue is the migration trend of middle-age householders moving 

to rural areas in search of more affordable housing. Rural areas tend to see an in-

migration of households in the 30- to 49-year-old age group, a trend that’s typically 

overshadowed by the larger out-migration of 20- to 29-year-olds. But research by the 

University of Minnesota Extension’s Center for Community Vitality shows that a 

significant contributing factor in choosing to migrate to rural areas has been to find more 

affordable housing.1  

Appropriate housing tied up with older households 

A healthy churn in housing is a necessary part of a community’s ability to meet the social 

and economic needs of its members. Not every household moves, of course, but there 

are life-stages when a move is more likely: beginning employment, career changes, 

children being born or leaving the house, growing old, and/or due to health concerns. At 

different stages of life, householders often either choose or are forced to leave behind 

their current housing, freeing it up for those who need and can afford it (Figure 2).  

 

Age: 20s 30s 40s 50s 60s 70s 
 

Housing 
Cycle: 

Single- or 

multi-family 

rent 

Single-

family own 
Upgrade Downsize 

Assisted 

living 

New Units 
Built: 

Multi-family 

rentals 

Starter 

homes 
Larger homes Townhome units 

Assisted 

living units 

Old Units 
Left Behind: 

 
Multi-family 

rentals 

Starter homes or 

older, single-family 

houses 

Larger homes and older, 

single-family houses 

Townhome 

units, larger 

homes, 

single-family 

homes 

Figure 2: The housing life stages in an ideal housing market. At each point in a family’s life cycle, new units are built 

to meet their demand while their old units are left behind for the next set of buyers. (Source: U of MN Extension | 

Center for Community Vitality - Ben Winchester) 

 

In rural areas, however, older households tend to move less (Figure 3), while at the same 

time they represent a larger percentage of total households (Figure 4).2 In addition, the 

longer elderly householders stay in their homes, the more likely it is for their homes to 

become dilapidated or at least not kept up to code, often because the elderly homeowner 

is unable because of income or health or both to make the necessary improvements.  

  

                                           
1 http://www.extension.umn.edu/community/brain-gain/ 
2 For information on the geographic breakdowns of these charts, read the appendix titled 

“Definition of Four County Categories”. 
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 Entirely rural  Town/rural mix  Town/rural/urban mix  Entirely urban 

 
Figure 3: Households 65+ in rural areas are less likely 

to have moved into a rental unit within the past 15 

years compared to urban areas. This can limit the 

amount of housing available in a community.  

(Data: ACS 5-year) 

 
Figure 4: The percentage of households that have 

someone living with them aged 60 years or higher is 

higher in rural communities. (Data: ACS 5-year) 

 

This lack of movement among older households creates something of a domino effect in 

the rural housing stock, freeing up fewer single-family homes for the new workforce and 

resulting in a shortage of housing across the entire life-cycle spectrum (Figure 5). 

 

Age: 20s 30s 40s 50s 60s 70s 
 

 Housing 
Cycle: 

Single- or 

multi-family 

rent 

Single-family own  
Assisted 

living 

New Units 
Built: 

Few multi-

family 

rentals 

No starter 

homes built 

A few larger 

homes 
Few townhouse units 

Few 

assisted 

living units  

Old Units 
Left Behind: 

 
A few multi-

family rentals 

A few older, 

single-family 

houses 

  

Figure 5: The housing life stages as they exist in many rural communities today.  

(Modified source: U of MN Extension | Center for Community Vitality - Ben Winchester) 

 

The data is beginning to show evidence that this lack of housing churn in rural areas is 

tightening both the rental (Figure 6) and for-sale home market (Figure 7).  
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Figure 6: Rental vacancies as a percentage of total households is currently lower than it was in 2000 in rural 

counties. (Data: Decennial Census & ACS 5-year) 

 

 

Figure 7: The number of home sale closings in entirely rural and town/rural mix counties have increased since 2010, 

yet the number of homes listed for sale has decreased. (Data: Minnesota REALTORS) 

 

Increasing costs of construction 

Despite growing pressure on community leaders to rehab substandard housing and/or 

build new units to meet demand, increasing construction costs are making both of these 

strategies challenging.  
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Housing professionals give several reasons for the sharp increase in construction costs 

lately:  

• The increasing cost of materials; 

• The increasing price of land to build on; 

• The increasing cost to prep build-sites with water, sewer, and other infrastructure; 

• A sluggish recovery in the number of home building companies since the Great 

Recession, forcing up prices for their services; 

• A competitive retail construction market in larger communities that can pay more 

for projects, forcing up “bids”; 

• Labor shortages in the trades industries leading to higher wages; and, 

• The increasing number and complexity of building codes. 

Specific data confirming each of these reasons is limited, but employment and business 

data confirm a lower number of businesses and employees in the home building industry 

compared to pre-recession years. (See Appendix: Increasing costs to build new.) 

Of course, these reasons for construction and rehab cost increases impact rural and 

urban areas alike, but what makes this issue uniquely rural is the impact they have on 

the mismatch between construction costs and home values in rural areas. 

New construction “starter homes” are out of reach 

Despite a demand for housing and a lack of available older housing, high construction 

costs are contributing to the fact that the number of housing units being built has not 

recovered in rural areas since 2010 and are currently about half of what they were in 

2000 (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8: Estimates of new housing units are from the Building Permits Survey. To be able to compare regions, the 

number of housing units to be built is divided by the number of households in 2000, 2010, and 2016. The building 
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of new housing units has not recovered since the Great Recession and is currently about half of what it was in 2000. 

(Data: U.S. Census Building Permits Survey, Decennial Census, ACS 5-year) 

The lack of housing development in rural areas is not due to a decrease in rural 

household incomes. In fact, median household incomes, median home sale prices, 

contract rents, and mortgage and homeowner costs have been growing, particularly in 

counties outside of the entirely urban counties (Table 2). 

 

County group 

Median 

household 

incomes - % 
change since 

2000 

Median home 

sale price - % 
change since 

2010 

Contract rent - 
% change since 

2000 

Mortgage and 

homeowner 

costs - % 
change since 

2000 

Entirely rural 51% 45% 58% 65% 

Town/rural mix 42% 40% 57% 57% 

Urban/town/rural mix 36% 57% 58% 52% 

Entirely urban 35% 42% 52% 52% 

Table 2: Percent change of median household incomes, median home sale price, contract rent, and mortgage and 

homeowner costs reveal that the largest increases have been outside of our most urban counties. (Data: Decennial 

Census & ACS 5-year, Minnesota REALTORS) 

 

These indicators today are still 60% to 75% that of urban areas, but even though the gap 

has narrowed, developers are building far fewer homes in rural areas now than they were 

in the early 2000s, when the disparities in these indicators between rural and urban were 

much wider (Figure 8).  

Many housing professionals have reported building costs increasing 60% to 90% since 

2000, a much faster rate than incomes across the state. 

Rick Goodeman, CEO of the Southwest Housing Partnership, talks about a time when 

they administered a program that assisted in the development of new homes in very 

small towns for households with incomes just above the limits required to access more 

traditional housing programs. These homes are typically modest in square footage and 

amenities but help replenish the housing stock for incoming workforce. 

“In the late 1990s and early 2000s, we could work with small communities to 

develop new housing that cost a little over $100,000. Now, you can barely build 

that same house for $200,000,” Goodeman says. 

In the early 2000s, Southwest Housing Partnership worked with the city of St. Peter to 

develop a new housing division on the edge of town called “Nicollet Meadows.” With the 

help of various housing finance programs, the city and SWHP were able to keep the 

project financially sustainable with an average purchase price for these homes of 

$128,010. A new and very similar development in St. Peter (same number of bedrooms 

and square footage) is currently priced between $197,250 and $207,500, a 60% 

increase in the sale price back in 2000.  
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One owner of a construction company in west central Minnesota says that he receives 

phone calls frequently from households inquiring about the construction of a new home. 

When they receive the estimate, they are shocked. They’re hoping for something a little 

over $100 a square foot, but the lowest cost to build is more like $200 per square foot. 

“The building of new homes has come to a halt in this area because people are priced 

out of the market,” this builder says.  

Unfortunately, the incomes needed to afford these “starter” homes are out of reach for 

much of the new or younger workforce. As Nick Dalton from United MN Bank in New 

London explains, “considering the qualifying ratios and down payment requirements for 

most conventional mortgage products, it is common to see household incomes fall short 

of what is needed to afford a starter home or a home that isn’t in need of repair or 

improvement.” 

Lack of market for new construction “starter homes” 

Not only are these homes out of reach for the new or younger workers, but the perception 

exists among households that can afford this price that it “isn’t much house” for the 

price.  

At $200,000, a new-built home would cost 50% - 90% more than the median value of 

existing homes in the area (Figure 9). Even if a family could afford to build a new starter 

home at this price, it could be difficult to convince them, knowing that they could buy 

one of the existing homes around them at the same price, and it would probably be 

larger, have more character and be in a more desirable location. And to add insult to 

injury, when construction is completed, the new house would likely be appraised at a 

lower selling price than what it cost to build. 

 

 

Figure 9: Home values have increased since 2000, but values in non-urban areas lag significantly, while the cost of 

construction soars. (Data: Decennial Census & ACS 5-year) 
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This leaves very few households demanding newly built starter homes and makes it 

challenging for developers to build these projects even in areas where there might be 

high demand for workforce housing. 

Low rents and inability to take risk 

If new workforce or younger households can’t afford to build new starter homes, there is 

hope that building rental units, where efficiencies can make the financial model more 

manageable, can be a solution.  

Here the issue is a bit more nuanced. In the right market with high demand where 20 or 

more units could be built and rented, developers sense some optimism. However, the 

challenge is overcoming significantly lower rents in rural areas.  

Although rents in non-urban areas have increased between 50% and 60% since 2000, 

they lag significantly behind urban rents (Figure 10). To make these projects financially 

feasible, rents right now would need to be around $800 per month, which can be 50% to 

100% more than current median rents in many non-urban areas.  

 

 
Figure 10: Similar to home values, rent paid in non-urban areas is significantly lower compared to urban rents. (Data: 

Decennial Census & ACS 5-year) 

 

Some developers believe there is a market for those rent prices, but the data to prove it 

is mixed. Thirty percent or less of income going toward housing costs is considered the 

“affordable” threshold, and Figure 11 shows that some 55% of rural households are 

paying less than 30% of their income toward rent, including around 35% of households 

paying 20% or less of their income towards rent. However, given the increase in building 
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costs in general, the rule of thumb on affordability may not be enough anymore, 

indicated by how many households are paying more than 35%.  

 

 
Figure 11: The percentage of households in occupied rental units paying a small percentage of their incomes in non-

urban counties. About 20% of rural households are paying less than 15% of their income towards rent, but the high 

percentage of households paying 35% or more toward contract rent payments is concerning, leaving mixed results 

on whether rural areas can afford higher rents. (Data: ACS 5-year) 

 

The lack of concrete proof of the ability to pay higher rent leaves median contract rents 

as the only data point, making it a challenge to convince investors that rental projects 

are feasible. Lenders also don’t have the flexibility to provide resources when data 

indicate that these projects carry significant risk.  

 

Rising construction costs impact substandard housing 

investments 

On the other side of the coin from unaffordable housing (particularly in regions with 

lakes) is very inexpensive housing in various states of dilapidation.  

Communities trying to attract younger families look at dilapidation as a serious problem. 

Younger families often don’t have the means to make a large investment in fixing up a 

home. The smaller and more rural the community, the more limited the housing stock, 

and thus the bigger the problem dilapidation becomes. 

Rural leaders in regions with a demand for workforce often lament the condition of 

existing homes available in their communities. In urban areas with a growing workforce 

and where home values are higher, this type of older housing can make perfect starter 
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homes for families willing to invest in their rehab and can be great for folks who don’t 

have a lot of extra cash saved for a down payment. 

In rural areas, however, increases in construction costs, coupled with lower home values 

in general mean there is no guarantee that rehab work will increase a home’s value, a 

major barrier for banks offering mortgage products to families that don’t have the cash.  

As Nick Dalton from United MN Bank in New London explains, “if an applicant wants to 

purchase a property in need of repair they may incur rehab costs that aren’t supported 

with a market value appraisal.  Purchasing a home for $40,000, investing another 

$40,000 to rehab the home and have the appraisal support a $70,000 value makes the 

purchase nearly impossible to finance.”  

There is very little data that highlights how many substandard homes there are in rural 

Minnesota, but the stage is set for the amount of dilapidated housing to increase 

significantly over the next 10 to 20 years as the population continues to age. Results 

from a survey commissioned by the MN Department of Human Services | Aging 2030 

showed that baby boomers in rural areas and small towns were most likely to prefer to 

age in their current homes.3  

Not only is there a higher preference, but many baby boomers in rural areas may not 

have a choice. As highlighted in a 2015 report by the Center for Rural Policy and 

Development, assisted living facilities are being developed at a slower rate in rural areas 

than in metropolitan areas due to shortages in the healthcare workforce and financial 

feasibility challenges.   

Future Research  

Construction costs, low home values and the aging population all combine to create the 

environment that is fostering the housing shortage in Greater Minnesota today. There is 

little research on the current state and future impacts of these issues, however, making it 

difficult to develop long-lasting solutions to these two knotty issues.  

A closer look at the causes of the increases in construction costs will hopefully reveal 

areas where the market breakdown can be fixed, while a careful examination of how we 

can help our seniors keep their homes in good repair or move to quality assisted living 

nearby could help find ways to loosen the bottlenecks in the rural housing cycle. 

Understanding the overall picture better should help policy makers, community leaders 

and builders maintain a healthy supply of homes for workers in our growing rural 

businesses. 

                                           
3 Aging 2030: 2010 Minnesota Baby Boomer Survey: Findings for Urban, Suburban and Rural 

Boomers 

https://www.ruralmn.org/challenges-in-building-the-long-term-care-workforce-in-rural-minnesota/
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Appendix: Definition of Four County Categories 

The Minnesota State Demographer’s four categories uses the U.S. Census rural-urban 
community area (RUCA) codes. You can find the definition in their report “Greater 
Minnesota: Refined & Revisited.” The State Demographer’s Office analyzes the census 

tracts in each county to determine the type of “mix.” Each county is then categorized. 

Urban Definition 

1 Census tract is situated at the metropolitan area’s core and the primary commuting 

flow is within an urbanized area of 50,000 residents or more. 

2 Census tract is within a metropolitan area and has higher primary commuting (30% 

or more) to an urbanized area of 50,000 residents or more. 

3 Census tract is within a metropolitan area and has lower primary commuting (10-

30%) to an urbanized area of 50,000 residents or more. 

 

Large Town Definition 

4 Census tract is situated at a micropolitan area’s core and the primary commuting flow 

is within a larger urban cluster of 10,000 to 49,999 residents. 

5 Census tract is within a micropolitan area and has higher primary commuting (30% or 

more) to a larger urban cluster of 10,000 to 49,999 residents. 

6 Census tract is within a micropolitan area and has lower primary commuting (10-30%) 

to a larger urban cluster of 10,000 to 49,999 residents. 

 

Small Town Definition 

7 Census tract has a primary commuting flow within a small urban cluster of 2,500 to 

9,999 residents. 

8 Census tract has higher primary commuting (30% or more) to a small urban cluster 

of 2,500 to 9,999 residents. 

9 Census tract has lower primary commuting (10-30%) to a small urban cluster of 

2,500 to 9,999 residents. 

 

Rural Definition 

10 Census tract has a primary commuting flow outside of urban areas and urban 

clusters. 

The number of counties within each category are; i) entirely rural: 14; ii) town/rural mix: 

35; iii) urban/town/rural mix: 25; and iv) entirely urban: 13. 

 

  

https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/rural-urban-commuting-area-codes/documentation/
https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/rural-urban-commuting-area-codes/documentation/
https://mn.gov/admin/demography/reports-resources/greater-mn-refined-and-revisited.jsp
https://mn.gov/admin/demography/reports-resources/greater-mn-refined-and-revisited.jsp
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Appendix: Increasing Costs to Build New 

Many developers and housing officials claim that the number of home construction 

businesses has not recovered since the Great Recession. Figure 12 shows that there are 

fewer businesses per 100 housing units compared to 2000. It also appears that these 

businesses are frequently taking projects in larger regional centers where the work is 

more lucrative. 

 

 

Figure 12: The number of businesses associated with home construction has not increased at the same rate as the 

number of housing units with the exception of SW Minnesota. (Data: MN DEED) 

 

Developers say that costs of materials have increased, but more importantly, the 

labor shortage has increased the cost to attract and retain laborers. Quite a few 

contractors disappeared during the Great Recession, and the number of 

contractors and employees hasn’t recovered as fast as the market is demanding 

(Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Every region except SW Minnesota has fewer employees working for residential contractors as a 

percentage of total households. This includes businesses such as plumbers, roofers, framers, and other contractors 

involved with the building or maintenance of residential homes. (Data: MN DEED) 

 

Wages are increasing in response to this lack of growth in employment (Figure 14). Since 

2000, average weekly wages for employees in businesses related to home construction 

and maintenance has increased 130% to 155%. Although wages in the seven-county 

metropolitan region are the highest, wages in every other region have grown faster (Table 

3). 
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Figure 14: The average weekly wage for employees in businesses associated with residential construction is 

increasing across the state. This includes businesses such as plumbers, roofers, framers, and other contractors 

involved with the building or maintenance of residential homes. (Data: MN DEED) 

 

REGION 

AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE INCREASE SINCE 

2000 

CENTRAL MINNESOTA 140% 

NORTHEAST MINNESOTA 145% 

NORTHWEST MINNESOTA 155% 

SEVEN COUNTY MPLS-ST.PAUL, MN 132% 

SOUTHEAST MINNESOTA 138% 

SOUTHWEST MINNESOTA 148% 

Table 3: Employees in the residential construction trades have experienced the largest wage increases in areas 

outside of the seven-county Twin Cities region. This includes employees for businesses such as plumbers, roofers, 

framers, and other contractors involved with the building or maintenance of residential homes. (Data: MN DEED) 

Data is limited when analyzing reasons for construction cost increases, but there has 

been an attempt to get a better understanding. Calculations by the Builders Association 

of Minnesota estimate that the 2015 changes to the energy codes for single-family 

homes increased costs to build by $7,000 to $18,000 depending on size. The National 

Association of Home Builders conducts a national survey every few years to estimate 

construction costs. A 2015 report showed that the average construction cost per square 

foot has increased by 29% since 2011.  The reasons for this increase provided by 

construction companies include excavation prices, trusses and framing increases, 

increasing wages, and subcontractor prices. 

 

 

https://www.nahbclassic.org/generic.aspx?genericContentID=248306


From: Neeraj Agarwal
To: Sara Tichota; Pamela Otto
Subject: NIFA: comments to proposed 4% QAP
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 9:01:42 AM
Attachments: Outlook-1503000813.png

Hi Sara/Pam, 

The only comments/recommended change to the proposed 4% LIHTC QAP for 2022-2023 are
below: 

 

1. Priority for AHTC + LIHTC combination projects:  Priority should be given based
on whether the project would move forward, but for, the award of AHTCs. Specifically,
priority should be given to projects that are not in a QCT, that are not able to secure gap
financing measures such as Tax Increment Financing, etc.  This is to ensure that AHTCs
go to the projects that truly need this resource. 

2. Maximum volume cap allocations/allocation cycles/ AHTC + LIHTC: either (a)
change the 20MM of private activity volume cap per round to 80MM and maintain only
one round in January 2022 and January 2023 as proposed to facilitate more 4% projects
or (b) hold four rounds with 20MM each. This is key to help maximize the amount of
affordable housing we develop in Nebraska. 

3. Maximum volume cap allocations/allocation cycles/ LIHTC only: change to holding
four rounds with 20MM each.This is key to help maximize the amount of affordable
housing we develop in Nebraska.  
 

Respectfully,

Neeraj

Neeraj Agarwal 
Principal
C: 402.981.3735
nagarwal@claritydevco.com
3814 Farnam Street 
Omaha, NE 68131

Click here to report this email as spam.
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From: William H. Lukash (Plng)
To: Sara Tichota
Subject: Omaha Comments
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 10:27:18 AM
Attachments: Omaha Comments - 9% LIHTC.pdf

Hi,

First, thanks for taking the time to return my call earlier this week.  The information you
provided during the call did help me better understand the concerns of NIFA's board of
directors.

Over the past few days I have spoken to a number of developers, co-workers, and the Mayor's
Office about the 2022/2023 9% LIHTC Application.  Attached to this email is our comment.

A hard copy will be placed in the mail today.

Thank you,
Bill

William H Lukash, P.G.
Assistant Director
Omaha Planning Department
1819 Farnam Street, Suite 1111
Omaha, NE  68183
Office 402-444-5150 x 2026
Cell 402-679-3949
william.lukash@cityofomaha.org

Click here to report this email as spam.
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From: Ryan Durant
To: Sara Tichota; Pamela Otto
Subject: 2022/2023 NIFA QAP COMMENTS
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 1:48:55 PM

Good Afternoon,

I appreciate NIFA taking the time to discuss the QAP this morning. The QAP is a very
important policy document that will ultimately drive future affordable housing development
across the state. 

My comments to the proposed 2022/2023 QAP/LIHTC Application:

-Family Development points could incentivize development of unnecessary units and that
would cause over housing. If people are building 4 or 5 bedroom units then they score well in
the efficient points making these points a unfair competitive advantage. 

-It would seem to me that taking away small community points removal will deter
development in small communities. 

-It would make more sense to shift CDBG-DR monies to 4% LIHTC deals that actually need
gap financing. I think there will be limited participation with 9% rounds because of the
onerous requirements of the program. If we don't get the funds allocated then we will have to
return them to HUD.

Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Ryan

-- 
Ryan M. Durant
President

Office: 402-799-1820
Mobile: 402-981-5822
ryan@rmdgroupllc.com

  WWW.RMDGROUPLLC.COM
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From: Ryan Harris
To: Sara Tichota
Subject: Draft QAP Comments
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:03:57 PM

Hi Sara,
 
Please find our comments to the draft QAP attached. I know some look long, but felt additional
context was useful. Please let me know if you have any questions about them or additional follow
up. Again, appreciate the opportunity to provide comments and thank you for all the work you and
your team put into the QAP!
 

1. It was mentioned on the open call on October 5th that the Private Activity Bond Cap with 4%
LIHTCs would have a $40M cap but the draft QAP indicates only $20M.

2. The 4% bond application deadline with state LIHTCs is due approximately 5 weeks after the
QAP would go final. This is a very short amount of time to respond to the needs and goals of
the QAP.

3. It appears CROWN deals are no longer able to compete with other projects electing to extend
their compliance period.

4. Services are still either low impact to score or they are high cost burden to the projects, which
forces projects to raise rents on the residents to pay for the services. Tenants cannot be
forced to use the services, however projects must budget assuming all tenants will use them. 
To cover the service costs projects must either raise rents or lower permanent financing. 
Raising rents is burdensome for tenants and lowering permanent debt is typically
accomplished by requesting more LIHTC.  Neither of these accomplishes the goal of providing
the maximum amount of affordable housing possible.  We would suggest a reduction in the
maximum points available for supportive services.

5. Does the rule about no resyndication of projects before year 20 of their existing LURA include
older projects or just projects going forward?

6. If there aren’t at least 4 rehab applications, prior years will be used to come up with efficiency
metrics. Will these metrics affect the maximum eligible credit requests on these projects? We
would suggest an inflation factor be included based on CPI or other inflation index to account
for increasing costs, or decreasing costs, over the prior years.

7. In the past, deals in Small Communities were eligible to receive up to 3 points which helped
make those deals competitive.  Deals in small communities typically have few units than deals
in urban locations and therefore small community deals generally score lower in the efficiency
categories compared to the competition.  In addition, the new Application proposes points for
Areas of High Opportunity in Metro Only locations.  These are significant changes that will
impact the scoring of rural deals and we would request restoring the Small Community points.
(See the 2020 Round 1 breakdown of LIHTC awards for an indication of how hard it is for non-
metro deals to compete.)

8. The proposed QAP changes from 2 reservation rounds to 1.  MHEG viewed 2 rounds as
beneficial because it gave projects that were not funded in round 1 the opportunity to make
improvements to their applications for round 2.  This results in better deals.  There is a
concern that with only 1 round NIFA will be forced to award deals that either shouldn’t be
awarded or could be improved before applying a second time.

mailto:rharris@mheginc.com
mailto:Sara.Tichota@nifa.org


9. There is a proposed change to score efficiency points based on total development costs per
unit rather than eligible basis per unit. The goal should be to efficiently allocate the State’s
allocation of LIHTC’s to projects, which is best measured by the eligible basis per unit not total
development costs per unit.  Some deals need to be structured with extra reserves, require
additional legal fees to complete, or other costs that raise total development costs.  These
deals can find other funding sources to cover these costs but will be penalized under the new
efficiency scoring category.  Another example is legal fees to review perm loan docs on small
deals (ineligible item).  An attorney will charge the same fee for a 10 unit project or a 50 unit
project, however using total development cost per unit basis rewards the larger project. 
There is an unintentional consequence of incentivizing larger deals by looking at total
development cost per unit compared to eligible basis per unit.

 
Thank you,
 
Ryan Harris

Acquisitions Manager | MHEG | www.mheginc.com
P 402.334.8899 | D 402.715.5353 | F 402.334.5599 | rharris@mheginc.com

515 N. 162nd Avenue, Suite 202, Omaha, NE 68118

 
"This email is intended solely for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, dissemination, copying, printing or
other use of this email by persons or entities other than the addressee is prohibited. If you have
received this email in error, please contact the sender immediately, and delete the material
from your computer." 
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From: Todd Lieberman
To: Sara Tichota
Cc: Joanie Poore; William H. Lukash (Plng); Kathleen Bole
Subject: comments/questions on QAP
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 9:53:27 PM

Sara
 
I have reviewed the QAP and I have a few questions/comments:
 

1.      Efficient housing production analysis should take into account the increased costs of Davis
Bacon requirements.

2.      Adding a category for concerted revitalization effort would help to incentivize projects in
cities that are meeting clear public policy objectives.

3.      Adding an explicit preference for public housing transformation in 4%/AHTC would be very
helpful for large scale Choice Neighborhoods work.

4.      Can you apply for both 4%/AHTC and 4%/NDED in the same round?
 
Thanks for your consideration.
Todd
 
 
Todd Lieberman | Executive Vice President
 
Brinshore Development, LLC | www.brinshore.com
222 W. Gregory Blvd, Suite 323  Kansas City, MO  64114
 
Direct: (224) 927-5061 | Mobile: (224) 532-8911
Email: ToddL@brinshore.com | Fax: (847) 562-9401
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From: Todd Lieberman
To: Sara Tichota
Cc: Kathleen Bole; William Lukash; Joanie Poore
Subject: QAP comments
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 2:43:29 PM

Sara

I would like to make the following comments to the QAP scoring across the various QAPs.

1) include a point category for concerted urban revitalization effort as a point for point compendium to opportunity areas.

2) include a way to address the significant difference in davis bacon costs in cost efficiency categories.

3) add a way that public housing redevelopment to be prioritized in 4%/AHTC developments. It is a great tool to for larger projects.

4) add mixed income public housing redevelopment as an eligible CRANE project.

Thanks
Todd

Sent from my mobile phone
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